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Evaluation of Impacts of Environmental Factors

        Conditions on  Catch of  the Coastal Squid

       Fishery-Does the Amount  of Light Really

and  Operation

Jigging
Matter ?

Yukiko YAMAsHiTAi andYoshiki  MATsusHITAI'

                                   ABSTRACT

   Factors that influence squid  catch  of  the coastal  squid  jigging fishery were  analyzed  using  data sets
recorded  by 9 boats in Tsushima Strait in January and  February 2010 including claily catch  amount,

lighting pattern of fishing lamps, presence of dolphins during operations.  and  the number  of other  jig-
glng boats operating  within  2 nauttcal  miles  from  the  boat. Generalized linear modeling  analysis  indicat-

ed  that catch  is explained  by the fishing ability  of  the captain  and  crew  of  each  boat, illuminated frac-

tion of the moon  (lunar phase) and  presence  of dolphin. with  assuming  monthly  differences in squid
abundance,  Influences on  lighting patterns of fishing lamps and  number  of operating  boats around  the
boat that fishermen always  have keen interests are not  detected in the analysis. The factor of fishing
ability of the captain  and  crew  of  the boat may  be interrupted as  the  ability  to search  the  promising
fishing locations in the fishing ground. Furthermore,  presence of  dolphin showed  a  negative  impact  on

catch.

1. Introduction

  Overinvestment  in lighting apparatus  has been

made  in the coastal  squid  jigging fishery in Japan
because fishermen have believed that strenger  Iights

attract  more  squidsO.  Application of  light emitting

diodes (LEDs) as  highly energy-efficient  fishing

lamps  has been promoted  in the  squid  jigging fishery

for reducing  fuel consumption  while  maintaining  the

squid  catch2) 
ny4}

 .

  Fishing light is however  not  the only  factor influenc-

ing squid  catch. Squid catch  of coastal  jigging boats

equipped  with  LEDs  and  metal  halide lamps (MHs)

was  found to be influenced by:fishing abMty  of the

captain  and  crew  and  change  in monthly  squid  abun-

dance in addition  to the number  of MHs3), and  illumi-

nated  fraction of the moon  explaining  direct and  indi-

rect  influences of  the lunar phase5).  In addition,  the

experimental  operation  of a stepwise  lighting method

termed  stage  reduced  lighting method(SRL),  which

lit all lamps for several  hours at  the beginning of  light-

ing and  then  progressively reduced  the number  of

lamps until the end  of fishing, enabled  the rnainte-

nance  of  commercial  catch  levels5).

  Factors  infiuencing squid  catch  other  than those

demonstrated in the  above  studies  may  exist  in the

squid  jigging fishery. For  example,  catch  decrease was

reported  in hook  and  line and  large scale  trap-net fish-

eries  in the  Tsushima  Strait when  dolphins  were

observed6).  Negative  impacts of  marine  mammals  on

commercial  catch  are  reported  in gillnet fisheries7)-'ii),

longline fisheriesiO),i2), hook and  net  fisheriesii),iS).

Presence  of  dolphins around  jigging boats may  also

impact  squid  catch  because  in other  squid  fisheries

entangiement  of southern  sea  lion Otariaflavescens in

fishing linesiZ) and  depredation of hooked squid  (O.

flavescensi2), striped  dolphin Stenella coeruleoalbai9))

are  reported.

  Another potential factor is the interaction of lighting

of  squid  jigging boats. Many  jigging boats come  from

all over  Japan to capture  Japanese common  squid

7bdarodespacijicus in the Tsushima Strait, western

Japan in the winter  season.  Under such  crowded  eper-

ational  conditions,  overLap  of  the  illuminated areas  by
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jigging boats as  reported  in the Tsugaru Strait, north-

ern  Japan in summe-e)  may  influence the catch  per-

formance.

  In this study,  we  investigate infiuences of  factors

mentioned  above  on  squid  catch  in the Tsushima

Strait in winter  through  analysis  of  catch  and  related

data collected  in January and  February 2010.

2. Materialandmethods

  l ) Operations and'collected  data

  Nine coastal  squid  jigging boats oi  19 gross  tons

equipped  with  blue LEDs  (9kW output  in totaL

Takagi Cooperation, Kagawa,  Japan) and  MHs  (3kW

output  each,  50 bulbs in maximum  number)  carried

out  experimental  operations  that SRL  was  mandatory

and  conventional  operations  that captains  could  choose

their lighting patterns and  fishing locations at will  in

the Tsushima Strait in January and  February 2010

(256 operations  in t6tal, Fig. 1, Table 1). Captains

recorded  daily catch  amount  of squid  in number  of

cases, fishing location, lighting pattern  (with or  with-

out  SRL  and  number  of MHs  used  with  LEDs), and

time sequence  of operationaL  processes and  number  of

dolphins observed  from the wheelhouse  during the

operatien  in distributed logbooks. Also captains  pho-

tographed  the radar  display using  digital cameras

when  they  started  lighting (around 18 O'clock).
Photographs of  the radar  display were  however not

successful  in 92 operations  and  consequently  data sets

having all  items were  obtained  from remaining  164

operations  (Table 1).

  2) Factors influencing squid  catch

  We  assumed  that squid  catchCis  expressed  as a

                         Table 1

34o

    1290 130"
           Fig.1 Fishingground.
   e  ; experimental  operations  with  the stage  reduced

   lighting, e  ; free operations  eutside  12 nautical  mile

   boundary, x  ; free operations  inside 12 nautical  mile

   boundary, O  l operations  where  dolphins  were

   observed.

product of the catchability  coesucientq,  fishing e[fort

E, and  abundance  of squid  in the fishing groundAr.

     C-alllV -･-･-(1)

  In equation  (IL we  used  catch  data of Z pacij}cus

(33,255 cases, 99.4 %  of  total catch  amount)  as  Cfor

the analysis.  One  operation  (from evening  to next

morning)  was  used  for the unit  of fishing effort E.

Operated month  as  a two-Ievel categorical  variable

(menth1January or  February)  was  used  for squid

abundance  in the fishing ground  N  assuming  abun-

dance was  different by month,

Types of operation  and  their nllmbers.

Boatm
Experimenta1operationsa Outside of the boundary Inside of the boundary

IYS,Ill8,Cg.O,f i,,a.ii,b doiphinsc V,",III9.95,e,f i,,a.ii,bdolphinscllSeliBt?'5nOsf itealm/sb delphinsc

  Total Catch
number  of amount

operations  (cases)

ABcDEFGHI 4181513187161852171312165159o12o1ooooo 22295321811251311o1oooooooe 166IO13IO22134141446541494o22ooo1oo1 222627353332312327158440103032358336623382470149504351

Total114 89 4 34 15 1 108 60 6 25633255

a:c:Stage  Reduced Lighting method  was  tested outside  of the boundary, b :

number  of operations  that dolphins were  observed,

Number  of  operations  that centain  all data items,
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  We  considered  that the catchability  coethcientqin

equation  (1) can  be extracted  as  a  product of  factors ;

we  set  the lighting pattern including number  of MHs

used3) with  or  without  SRL5), fishing ability that

explains  the difference of the fishermen's skil13), and

illuminated fraction of the moon5)  for explaining  direct

and  indirect influences of  the lunar phase2i}･  22) .

  Nine beats took various  lighting patterns in conven-

tional operations  while  2 lighting patterns were  taken

in the SRL  experiment.  We  set  a  nine-level  categorical

variable  for summarizing  the lighting pattern (Table 2.

IightILI-L9). L6  and  L7  were  patterns taken for the

experiment  and  the other  patterns were  done by fish-

ermen's  decision. Squid jigging fishery council  of

Nagasaki Prefecture has placed  a  boundary at  12 nau-

tical miles  from the coastlines  of  Iki and  Tsushima

Islands to avoid  confiict  between large (>10 GRT)
and  srnal1  (<10 GRT)  boats, so  al1 squid  jigging boats

operating  inside the boundary can  use  a  maximum  60

kW  electric  output  for fishing lights (LEDs and  17

MHs  for experimental  boats) . Accordingly, the factor

of the lighting pattern may  contain  this influence of

fishing location, since  selection  of fishing location

inside/outside of  the boundary consequently  limits the

available  electric output.  Besides. we  assume  that fish-

ing skill of the captain  and  crew  of each  boat may  be

different, so that a nine-level  categorical  variable  corre-

sponding  to each  boat (Table 2, boatIA-I)  was  set

fbr describing fishing ability of the captain  and  crew  of

each  boat, This factor may  also contaln  the influence

Table 2Explanatory  variables

of  fishing locatien because experimental  boats had to

operate  eutside  of the boundary in the experimental

operations  with  SRL  (114 operations,  light : L6 and  L7) ,

but captains  chose  their fishing locations at  will  in the

remaining  142 operations.  Illuminated fraction of  the

moon  was  also set  as  a  continuous  variable  (Table 2,

tunar : O-1.00) .

  When  presence  of  dolphin was  recorded,  the catch

seemed  extremely  small  although  number  of  records

was  also  small  (Table 1, 11 operations  in total). We

therefore  considered  presence  of dolphin as a  factor

influencing catchability  coeffcient  4 We  set  a simple

two-level categorical  variable  for a factor of dolphin

presence (doiphin:absence or presence) because the

observation  skil1/range  may  differ among  boats/time.

  Jigging boats fishing close  to each  other  may  not

catch  a  suencient  amount  of  squid  as  they compete  for

attraction,  According to the interviews to some  cap-

tains. they  attempt  to keep a  distance of  at  least 1.5

nautical  miles  to the  next  boat during fishing to avoid

the interaction of lighting in this area  and  season.  We

therefore set this factor as a  discrete variable  (eonges-

tion : O-24) by counting  the number  of drifting boats

within  a 2 nautical  miles  radar  range.

  Details on  factors and  their settings  for squid  abun-

danceNand  the catchability  coefficient  q are  present-

ed  in Table 2.

  3 ) Catch models

  Daily catch  was  analyzed  as  a function of factors

mentioned  above  by the generalized linear modeling

considered  for GLM  analysis  in the study.

Explanatory
 variable

Facter Range

monthSlightb

boatblunarcdoiphinbcongestiona

Abundance  index ef Japanese common  squid

Lighting pattern

Fishing ability  of skipper

Lunar phase

Impact of dolphin

Number  of  squid  jigging boats within  2 n. m.
of each  experimental  boat

January or  February

Ll:12  MHs  +  LED

L2;17  MHs  + LED

L3:30  MHs  +  LED

L4;36  MHs  +  LED

L5  : All MHsd  +  LED

L6;SRL"  with  30 MHs  +  LED

L7 ; SRL  with  36 MHs  +  LED

L8 ; SRL  with  12 MHs  +  LED

L9 ; SRL  with  17 MHs  +  LED

A  to I for each  boat

O-1.00Presence
 or  Absence

O-24

a, b andc  indicates levels of measurement  of  factors (a;ordinal scale,  b;nominal scale,c;

scale)  , d ; 47-50 MHs  depending on  the boat, e ; Stage Redueed  Lighting  method.

ratio
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(GLM) method  using  the statistical  computing  soft-

ware  R (with glm.nb function in the  MASS  package

ver,  2,13,O, R  Development  Core  Team).  We  assume

the catch  q･ (Le. the number  of  cases  of squid  caught

in the  i th operation)  is a  randorn  variable  having a

negative  binomial distribution because  squid  catch

showed  a wide  range  of variations.

     C-- Negative Binornial ("i,e) 
-･････(2)

 "i and  e are  an  expected  value  of  C  in thei  th opera-

tion and  a  potential dispersion parameter  to be esti-

mated  respectively.

 GLM  allalysis  was  performed  by a  eascade  of

process  to utilize  obtained  data sets.  Following full-

model  consisting  of  all explanatory  variables  in Table

2 and  interactions month:doiphin,  light:doiphin, and

congestion  : `loiphin  were  assumed  in the first-stage of

the analysis  by using  data sets  which  all explanatory

variables  were  recorded  (164 operations)  .

    Iog(pti)=tBo+Bi menth  +  fi2 light+fr3 boat

           +B4  lunar+Bs doiphin+e6 congestion

           +B7  month  : dolphin+Bs light : doiphin

           +Sg  congestion:dolphin  
･････-(3)

 where  Bo is the intercept (constant) and  Bi to Bg are

coefficients  for explanatory  variables,  Interactions

month:doiphin,  and  ligkt:doiphin, were  chosen  based
on  related  studies  ; seasonal  difference in dolphin

occurrence6),23}  and  attractien  of  dolphins to squid

fishing boatsi9). For congestion  : doiphin, we  considered

..-hm
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dolphin may  move  to other  boats when  many  jigging
boats are  operating  around  the experimental  boat,

 At  the first-stage of  the GLM  analysis, we  applied

data sets  containing  all data items (Table 2, 164 oper-

ations)  for equation  (3) and  identified signMcant  vari-

ables.  Significant variables  estimated  in the fir$t-stage

of the analysis  were  used  as a new  full-model in the

second-stage  of the GLM  analysis  which  uses  ali data

sets  (256 operations).  The  stepwise  forward entry

method  was  taken to verify  al1 combinatiens  of  vari-

ables  for parameter  estimation  and  the model  with  the

lowest AIC CAkaike's Inforrnation Criteria) was  cho-

sen.

3. Results

 Daily catches  of the 9 boats during the experimental

period  varied  between O-659 cases  (mean l29.9±

125,ISD). Catches were  greater  in operations  in

January (O-659 cases,  mean  166.2± 132.7SD) than

operations  in February  (O-624 cases,  mean  89.4±

102.3SD, Fig. 2). Catch also increased in operations

with  SRL  when  compared  only  with  lighting patterns

(Fig. 3).

 Daily catch  amount  was  modeled  as  the following

equation  (4) for data sets  in which  all data items were

recorded  <164 operations,  Table  3) .

   C-vintercept +  month  +  light +  boat

           +  lunar + doiphin + month  : doiphin

           +iight:doiphin  
"''''(4)

Fuil-moon

O  ; catch  in experimental  operations  with  the  stage  reduced  lighting
boundary,

e

e.

2-Jan 12-Jan  22-Jan 1-Feb

                               Date

        Fig, 2

 × ; free operations inside 12 nautical  mile  boundary, O  ;

x

11-Feb

eo

ti5e 
e

o

e

21-Feb 3-Mar

Cateh of  Japanese common  squid  lbderodespaeipcus

                       , e  ; free operations  outside  12 nautical  mile

                      operations  that dolphins were  observed.
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12 17 30 36 ful1

                            Number  of MHs

          Fig. 3 Catch summary  of 7bdorodespacpteus by  lighting patterns.
 Number  of MHs  means  number  of  metal  halide lamps  used  with  LEDs  in the operations.  In the case  of the

stage  reduced  lighting, al1 MHs  and  LED  were  turned on  for approximately  3.8 h at  the beginning of operations,
and  then  the number  of MHs  was  reduced  to the nurnbers  shown  on  the horizontal axis.

Table 3Parameter  estimates,  standard  errors  (s.e.),
Wald's  statistics  (ur), and  their p-value in
the GLM  analysis  using  data set  of opera-

tions that contain  al1 data items (164 opera-
tions).

from this analysis.

C  
Nintercept

 +  month  +  boat +  lunar

        +  doiphin +  month  : doiphin

               ....･(5) (AIC [2949.2)

EstimateCs.  e.)vap-value

Intercept

month

 January
tight

 L3

 L9boat

 Boat B

 Boat Gtunardoiphin

 presence
month  : doiphin

 January:presense
tight,cloiphin

 L6:presense

4.34

O.60

-1.82

 1.36

 O.56

 O.60-1.56

(O.28)

(O.15)

(O,67)(O.49)

(O,30)<O.28)(O.41)

15,48 <O,OOI

4.10 <O,OOI

-2,72
 <O,Ol

 2.76 <O.Ol

 1.85 O,e6

 2,11 <O,e5

-3.83
 <O,OOI

 Since the fishing ability  of  5 boats (A, C, D, E and  F)

was  not  significantly  different (Table 4, P>O.05), we

reduced  the  level of  the  categorical  variable  boat from

nine  to five by  setting  the fishing ability  of  the 5 boats

(A, C, D, E  and  F) as  the  same  and  conducted  the

Table 4Parameter  estimates,  standard  errors  (s.e.),
Wald's  statistics (M), and  their p-value in
the GLM  aRalysis  using  all  data set  (256
operatiotts).

-1.ng

 l.92

-3.49

(O.77)(1.11)

(1.49)

-
 1.92

 1,73o.esO.08

Estimate (s. e.)mp-value

-2,34
 <O,05

Estiinate of  intercept includes effects  of the basis of incorpo-
rated  factors (menth:February, light:Ll, boat:Boat  A, dol-

phin : absence)

 Infiuences ef  congestion  and  congestion  : doiphin were

not  significant in this analysis  (P>O,1). We  removed

congestion  and  congestion  : doiphin from  equation  (3) and

used  equation  (4) as the new  full-model, Parameter

estimation  was  performed  using  all data sets  (256

operations)  and  the following equatien  (5), which  did

not  include light as  a  significant  factor, was  obtained

Intercept

month

 January
boat

 BoatB

 Boat G

 Boat H

 BoatItunardolphin

 presence
month  :  doiphin

 January : presense

4.64

O.45

 e,so

 O.40

 O.62

 e.54-L19

-
 1.93

 1.94

(O.13)

(O.12)

(O,20}(O.18)(O.21)(O.19)(O.26)

(O.33)(O,73)

36.18 <O,OO!

3.77 <O,OOI

 2,56 O,Ol

 2,25 O,024

 3.os <e,ol

 2,81 <e.Ol
-4.69 <e,OOI

-5.84
 <O,OOI

 2.66 <O.Ol

Estimate of  intercept includes effects  of  the basis of incorpo-
rated  factors <month:February, light:Ll, boat:Boats  A, C, D,
E and  F as  the same  level, dbiphin : absence)
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                 Catch {cases}
    Fig.4 Expectedcatch(cases) of lbdurodes

          pacipc"s plotted against  observed

          catch  (cases) for the  adopted  mDdel

         (eq. (6), Table 4).
       O  designate plots when  dolphins were  present,

parameter  estimation  again.  The  following equation  (6)
with lower AIC  value  was  obtained  from this analysis

(Table 4, Fig. 4) .

     CNintercept +  month  +  boat +  lunar

               +  doiphin +  month  : dbiphin

                        
･･････(6}

 (AIC : 2943.8)

  Through  al1 analyses  conducted  above,  using  partial

and  all data sets,  the  explanatory  variables  month, boat,

lunar, and  dolphin always  influenced the  squid  catch,

Equation  (6) indicated that  the  fishing ability of the

boats, iiluminated fraetion of the moon  and  presence  of

dolphins strongly  influence the squid  catch  in opera-

tions (Fig. 5). Four boats (B, G. H, and  I) are  likely

to capture  more  squid  than the remaining  5 boats (A,
C, D, E and  F), but catches  of  all boats decrease

when  the illuminated fraction of the moon  approaches

to 1 <full moon)  andlor  dolphtns occur  around  the

boats. In addition,  presence  of  dolphins showed  an

interaction with  month  (month : doiphin) .

T25oi

 2ooglsoetuo

 rtoo:t

 
50a･,

      New  moon  Nevv moon  Full moon  Full moon
      NodoFphirt  Nedeiphin  Nedolphin  Dolphin

        Boat  H  Average oi boats Average of boats Average ef beats

  Fig. 5 Expected catch  of  71,`larodespacptcus in

      in February  by difference of  fishing ability,
      lunar phase and  presence of  dolphins.

   Average of  boats designates boats A, C, D, E  and  F.

4. Discussion

  Lighting pattern showed  a significant  infiuence on

squid  catch  in the limited numbers  of operations  (164

operations,  Table 3). More than half of these opera-

tions however consisted  of experimental  operations

that showed  a significant  infiuence of SRL  on  squid

catch5). In the experimental  operations,  captains  had

to maintain  the lighting patterns  (designated number

of MHs), lighting schedule  (SRL) and  the boat posi-
tion (outside of the boundary). On the other  hand,

the  influence of lighting patterns conducted  in this

study  was  not  significant  in the whole  operations  (256

operations)  containing  more  conventional  operations

(Table 3) of which  captains  could  flexibly change

their lighting pattern  and  fishing location inside/out-

side  of the boundary, even  in the crowded  fishing

ground  in this season.  We  consider  that the fishing

ability,  that explains  the skil1  for choosing  lighting pat-

terns and  fishing locations in conventional  operations,

is the  primary  factor fbr squid  jigging fishery, It is

likely that this factor strongly  influencing the squid

catch  may  be attributed  to the selection  of fishing loca-

tion. because the  rejected  variable  ltght limited avail-

able  fishing ground  (i.e. inside!outside of the bound-

ary)  . Experimental  boats may  be able  to catch  more

squid  if the lighting pattern and  fishing Iocation were

nQt  designated, as observed  in squid  fishing in sum-

mer3).  It is therefore important to consider  not  only

fishing equipment  (e.g. LEDs), but also  developing

fishermens skill  that is accumulated  from conventional

fishing practices. for improving productivity of  squid

jigging fishery and  reducing  fuel consumption.

  Our study  showed  that the presence  of  dolphin(s)

reduced  squid  catch  to be O.14 times (coefficient of

dbiphin, -1.93) in February. and  the negative  impact,

was  compensated  to be 1.01 times in January, due to

the effect of  interaction of  dolphin : month  (coefficient
1.94). Thus  presence  of  dolphin(s) did not  always

produce  a  negative  impact on  the squid  catch,

although  the  dolphin information was  quite limited; dif-

ferent observation  skills, dark condition  and  conse-

quent  unreliable  information on  numbers  observed

and  appearance  time. According to interviews with

captains,  frequently observed  dolphins were  Pacific

white-sided  dolphin Lagenorio,nchus obtiguidens  and  bot-

tlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus. Occurrences of

these two  species  and  their interactions with  hook and
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line and  trap-net fisheries have been reported  since

the 1950s in the Tsushima Strait25>.

  The difference in geographical distribution of  dol-

phins between January and  February  may  be a  poten-

tial reason  of  the  effect  of interaction of doiphin:month

although this was  not  proven  in a previous studyzz).

Squid are  a primary  prey  for L. obliguidens  and  Z tntn-

catusZ6}.  It is known  that the distribution of  L. oblig-

uideizs  and  congeneric  species L. acuttis  is restricted  by

the distribution of  prey  items27)"29). Estimated high

squid  abundance  in January (Table 4, month:O.45  for

January, i.e. 1.6 times higher than  February)  might

reduce  the interaction between dolphins and  squid  jig-

ging boats because dolphins were  able  to have rnore

opportunities  to prey  off the boats.

  Nishida30) categorizecl  mitigation  measures  against

depredation by small  cetaceans  and  sharks  in tuna

longline fishery as:1)  improvements  of  vessel

maneuvering,  operation  procedures  and  selection  of

fishing ground, 2) use  of  passive acoustic  instruments

to detect presence  of predators, 3) use  of emitting

acoustic  instruments to warn  predators. In the squid

jigging fishery in the Tsushima  Strait, boat$ belonging

to Katsumoto Fisheries Cooperative, Nagasaki have

been using  the  acoustic  alarms  (DDD, Dolphin

Dissuasive Device, STM  Products, Verona. Italy) since

2007 to warn  dolphins and  all experimental  boats are

equipped  with  this deviee. Captains of those boats

have indicated the validity  of the acoustic  alarms

according  to interviews, but we  consider  the validity

of  this device may  be limited because the distance

between the fishing boat and  dolphins was  not  signift-

cantly  different when  DDD  was  used  in the  squid  fish-

ing in the Mediterranean  Seai9}. In addition,  we  think

that frequent use  of  the acoustic  alarm  may  act  as an

attractton  signal  for predation.

  Selection of  fishing location based on  information

sharing  is important for further reduction  of  interac-

tions between squid  jigging fishery and  dolphins. In

the squid  jigging fishery, a small  number  of  boats

(generally less than 10 boats) form a group for shar-

ing infbrmation relating  to catch  in coded  messages,

Under such  conditiens,  information of  dolphin presence

is communicated  only  within  a limited number  of

boats and  information for making  decision of fishing

!ocation for less interaction would  not  spread  to all

squid boats, We  consider  that fishing ability, explained

as fishermens skilL could  be improved  if squid  fisher-

men  establish  an  information network  based en  dol-

phin presence  and  share  information on  a real-time

basis in the  Tsushima  Strait in winter.  Besides. intro-

duction of passive acoustic  instruments that detect

presence  of delphins3i]･32) to squid  jigging boats will

help operations  to locate fishing away  from  delphins.

Fishermen will  be able  to enhance  value  of fishery as

the dolphin-free fishery in the limited spatio-temporal

scale  (Le. Tsushima  Strait in winter)  through  prac-

tices and  improvements presented above.
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【研究論文】

環境条件お よび操業状況がイ カ釣 り漁獲量 に及 ぼす

　　　影響の 評価
一

光量の 多寡は本当に問題か

山　　下　　由 起 子
1 ・松　　下 　　吉　　樹 1＊

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 和　文 要　旨

　2010年 1 〜2 月に 対馬海峡 で 操業を行 っ た イカ 釣 り漁船 9隻が記録 した ス ル メ イ カ の 日々 の 漁獲箱数 ， 集

魚灯 の 点灯数 ， イル カ の 出現状況 自船 2 海里以内で 操業す る 漁船数 の 資料 を用 い て ，

一
般化線型 モ デ ル 解

析を行 っ た。漁獲箱数は月輝面比 とイル カの 有無お よび月 ご との ス ル メ イ カの 現存量 で 船別に 表現され ， 漁

業者が意識する集魚灯数と周囲の 漁船数の 影響は有意で は なか っ た 。 日々 の 漁獲が船 ご とに表現され た こ と

は ， イ カ釣 り漁船 の 漁獲能力が集魚灯 な どの 装 備 だ けで な く， 操業位置 の 決定な ど乗員 の技能の影響を受け

た こ とを示唆して い る。
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